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Language Arts CD Series

Punctuation
Identify four forms of punctuation-
period, comma, exclamation point,
and question mark, know and use
the correct form of punctuation,
and write sentences using the
correct form of punctuation. ©
2001.  7 in a series of 8.

Subject-Verb Agreement
Differentiate between singular and
plural nouns and between singular
and plural verbs. Learn how to
make subjects and verbs agree, to
identify helping verbs and how to
make them agree with the subject,
to identify unusual nouns that
“look” plural but are actually singu-
lar, and to write sentences in which

the subject and verb agree. © 2001.  8 in a series
of 8.
ES386CD Subject-Verb Agree CD $  98
ES386CDSL Site License $200
ES386CDN Network $300

ES389CD Punctuation CD $  98
ES389CDSL Site License $200
ES389CDN Network $300

Join our mailing list online!

A Meeting at the
Crossroads
Straight Talk from Real Teens
About Substance Abuse
Interest Level: Teens and preteens
Teens Warn Teens: Stay Off Drugs.
This honest, hard-hitting video shows teens and
preteens the real consequences of drug and
alcohol use. Teens in a juvenile detention facility
tell how they got involved with drugs and talk
about the negative consequences of their
decisions. Their experiences serve as a warning
to others who might choose the same path.
The video also includes interviews with teens in a SADD (Students
Against Destructive Decisions) program who have committed to staying
clean and sober. In a rare face-to-face meeting, the incarcerated teens
and the teens in SADD discuss peer pressure and what it takes to stay
away from drugs.
The message in A Meeting at the Crossroads is clear: Peer pressure
and environment may play a role in drug use, but the issue ultimately
comes down to choice. Teens have the power to choose their friends
wisely and decide for themselves whether or not to drink and use drugs.
An ideal length for any workshop or classroom setting, the video is
appropriate for both at-risk and general youth populations. It can be
shown in schools, agencies, counseling centers, support groups, and
other settings where youth need to hear straight talk on the issues.
Key Features:
A Meeting at the Crossroads provides a unique point of view from both
sides of the teen drug issue. Teens who normally would never talk to
each other sit down and have an honest discussion about peer
pressure and substance abuse.
♦ Documentary style
♦ Real teens are interviewed
♦ Character Education
♦ ER Physician talks about teen substance abuse
♦ Trauma surgeon talks about result of drunk driving
♦ Narrator
♦ Diverse
♦ Discusses the consequences of alcohol and drug use
♦ Discusses the power of peer pressure
♦ Provides perspective of each side of the issue
♦ Length of program is compatible for any workshop or classroom
setting
VHS, Producer/Director: Vincent Yarbrough
Format: VHS or DVD, Style: Documentary
Length: 24 minutes, copyright: 2001
Price:
KV1424 VHS $129.00
KD1475 DVD $129.00
FREE Instructor's Guide!  Click here to download. (PDF file)

Substance Abuse Video
This eight part CD series is a comprehensive ap-
proach to improve language arts. Users will progress
through eight individual, job related, language arts
programs completing interactive activities on screen.
Each program is set in real “job world” locations.
Diplomas may be printed for successful completion of
each program. Appropriate for grade 6 and up.
System Requirements: Windows 95/98/2000/NT, Pentium 90,
24mb RAM, 640 x 480/16 bit color, 4X CD rom, Internet
Explorer 5.0 (setup provided on CD)
Language Arts CD Series (set of 8) © 2001
ES2004CD Set of 8 CDs $  709
ES2004CDSL Site License $1439
ES2004CDN Network $2159
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Consequences of Drugs CD Series
This six part CD series provides a comprehensive look at the progressive stages of substance abuse, and
the many negative effects physically, psychologically, socially and legally.  Each software program
contains a pre and post test, multiple choice questions and self-discovery questions and “learning in
action” activities. A diploma is also printed for a passing score on the post test.  System Requirements:
Windows 95/98/2000/NT, Pentium 90, 24mb RAM, 640 x 480/16 bit color, 4X CD rom, Internet Explorer 5.0 (setup
provided on CD)
The Consequences of Drugs CD Series (set of 6) © 2001
ES19000CD set of 6 CDs $  529
ES19000CDSL CD Site License $1079
ES19000CDN CD Network $1619

The Road to Drug Abuse
“Drug addiction will never happen to
me.” This myth believed by most teens
is explored in this program. The
progressive series of events leading to
substance abuse and dependency is
explored as well as the effects to the
user. The fact that this can happen to
anyone is stressed. The four stages of
chemical dependency are detailed

Drugs and the Family
This program defines and describes a
chemically-dependent family and home.
Discusses how children often suffer the
most and how widespread a problem
chemically-dependent families are.
Defines co-dependency and describes
its symptoms. Shows how family
members in a chemically-dependent
home become dysfunctional

Effects of Drugs on
Adolescents

Teens using drugs often do desperate
things and this CD takes a look at how
an adolescent’s life is affected by drug
use. The symptoms of drug use are
explored as well as the consequences
on the user’s school and job
performance. An adolescent on drugs

Understanding Teenage
Depression

As many as one-half of all teens suffer
from depression at some time or
another and depression is the leading
factor contributing to teen suicide. This
CD explores many of the mental health
problems affecting today’s adolescents
including conduct and learning
disorders, alcohol and other drug use,

including the signs and symptoms of each and the
effects to the user and his or her family and friends is
described. The importance of self-esteem and peer
pressure in the progressive process of dependency is
detailed and the link with genetic predisposition is
defined. Physical and psychological dependence are
defined and the importance of tolerance in the
progressive process of dependency is explored.  ©
2001
ES16901CD Road to Drug Abuse CD $  98
ES16901CDSL CD Site License $200
ES16901CDN CD Network $300

feels immortal and powerful and the harm these
dangerous illusions can cause is explored. Describes how
a sudden change in behavior and friends could be
associated with drug use and describes the effects on
the user’s family. The concepts of denial and enabling
are described and how they negatively affect both user
and family. © 2001
ES16902CD Effects of Drugs CD $  98
ES16902CDSL CD Site License $200
ES16902CDN CD Network $300

and depression. Helps teens understand that most
feelings of depression are a common part of every day
life, that they are temporary and that suicide is not the
solution. Explores the fact that adolescents cannot
tolerate being alone and how that triggers isolation and
alienation. Discusses how self concept and sexuality are
central issues in a teen’s feeling good about him/herself
and describes the characteristics of high and low self
esteem. © 2001
ES17101CD Understanding Teen Dep. CD $  98
ES17101CDSL CD Site License $200
ES17101CDN CD Network $300

Consequences of Using
Drugs

This program defines chemical
dependency as a disease of the mind,
body and spirit. The four stages of
chemical dependency are defined and
explored including the consequences,
personally and socially, of each.
Outlines how although the
consequences may vary among users,
some are inevitable. The effects on a user’s school and
job performance are explored and a chemically-
dependent home and its consequences on the user and
family members is detailed. © 2001
ES17301CD Conseq of Using Drugs CD $  98
ES17301CDSL CD Site License $200
ES17301CDN CD Network $300

Understanding Teenage Suicide
Suicide is now the #2 cause of death for teenagers, after
alcohol-related traffic accidents. This program will give
the user a better understanding of why some
adolescents become depressed and choose to commit
suicide. The warning signs and symptoms of someone
contemplating suicide are explored and the fact that
these signs are distress signals for help. © 2001
ES17102CD Understanding Teen Suic. CD $  98
ES17102CDSL CD Site License $200
ES17102CDN CD Network $300

themselves, the defensive roles they play and the ways
they enable the addiction to continue. Explores how the
user is usually the last one to acknowledge the problem.
© 2001
ES17302CD Drugs and the Family CD $  98
ES17302CDSL CD Site License $200
ES17302CDN CD Network $300
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Help our youth stay drug free with this five-part video prevention series. This series will
provide the users with a better understanding of the physical effects of drugs. Beginning
with the #1 killer of teens - alcohol - topics such as marijuana, crack/cocaine and sub-
stance dependency are explored in depth.  Each video comes with a teacher’s guide,
discussion questions and a pad of Student Activity Worksheets.  Each video is approxi-
mately 15-20 minutes in length.
Danger of Drugs Video Series (set of 5) © 2000
GS33506 Set of 5 Videos $449

The Addict: Stop the
Madness

Narrated by Tim Reid, this informative
video concerning heroin addiction is
set against a backdrop of Los Angeles
backstreets and Beverly Hills man-
sions. Statistics indicate that more
than a half million people in the U.S.
are addicted to heroin. Includes

Substance Dependency
This video provides an in depth explo-
ration of substance dependency.
Experts describe the impact of sub-
stance dependency on society and
discuss the different classes of drugs.
First addressed are barbiturates and
narcotics, their symptoms and side
effects. Then stimulants, such as

Crack/Cocaine
Crack/Cocaine is the quickest addic-
tion of all. The video explores the
physiological and psychological af-
fects of cocaine. The origin and meth-
ods of use of cocaine and crack are
detailed as well as the effects on the
user’s family and friends and society
as a whole. Also describes the effect

Marijuana
This video discusses the physical and
psychological effects of marijuana
use. Experts in the field of drug abuse
describe the physical effects of smok-
ing pot, including short-and long-term
symptoms and the psychological
effects of marijuana. The threat of
marijuana addiction is explained and

Danger of Drugs VHS Series

Alcohol and Genetics
Alcohol is the most widely used drug
of all. This video explores why a
certain percentage of those who drink
become alcoholics. Through the use
of mice in his laboratory, Dr. V. Gene
Irwin, Co-Scientific Director, Alcohol
Research Center, University of Colo-
rado, demonstrates on video the

effects of alcohol when ingested and explains the
research that there is a genetic basis for addiction.
Discusses alcohol's disinhibiting quality and the
research that the person who is insensitive to the
effects of alcohol is the most likely to develop an
alcohol addiction problem. © 2000
GS251 Alcohol & Genetics Video $99

to the dopamine system of cocaine use, the cycle
of euphoria and depression, and the ease of addic-
tion. The video emphasizes the highly toxic nature
of crack and its almost immediate addictive quali-
ties. The fact that addiction can be treated but
never cured is emphasized. © 2000
GS253 Crack/Cocaine Video $99

the fact that -  contrary to many adolescents’
beliefs - chronic marijuana use can be destructive
to normal development. © 2000
GS252 Marijuana Video $99

cocaine and amphetamines are detailed including
an in-depth look at the danger of crack use and its
extreme addicting qualities. Finally, designer drugs
and hallucinogens are also discussed.  © 2000
GS254 Substance Depend Video $99

interviews with doctors and patients in a drug
rehab facility.  © 2000
GS256 The Addict Video $99
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Dangers of Drugs CD Series
This 10 part CD series provides a comprehensive look at the many negative conse-
quences of drugs, including physically, psychologically, socially and legally. Drugs cov-
ered include alcohol, marijuana, crack/cocaine, heroin, and other drugs including halluci-
nogens, amphetamines, and inhalants. Includes Pre and Post-tests, interactive self dis-
covery questions and learning in action activities.
System Requirements: Windows 95/98/2000/NT, Pentium 90, 24mb RAM, 640 x 480/16 bit color, 4X CD
rom, Internet Explorer 5.0 (setup provided on CD)
The Dangers of Drugs CD Series (set of 10) © 2001
GS29000CD Set of 10 CDs only $  879
GS29000CDSL CD Site Liscence $1799
GS29000CDN CD Network $2699

Drug Addiction
This program defines substance dependency and explores
in depth physical and psychological dependence. Includes
progression and symptoms of substance dependency, and
describes the withdrawal process and tolerance. Genetic
predisposition is explored and its link to dependency.
Addiction transference is defined. Stresses that anyone
can become an addict, that addiction cannot be cured and
builds a profile of an addict’s life and future.  © 2001. 3
in a series of 10.
GS27502CD Drug Addiction CD $  98
GS27502CDSL CD Site License $200
GS27502CDN CD Network $300

Drugs and the Body
This program covers in-depth the
biomedical aspect of drug use. The
many consequences of using the follow-
ing drugs are detailed: alcohol, barbitu-
rates, stimulants, amphetamines,
hallucinogens, inhalants, crack/cocaine,
heroin, PCP, and marijuana. Stresses
that anyone can become an addict and
explores the effects to an individual and

Effects of Marijuana
This program provides a comprehensive
picture of the negative physiological
effects to the heart, lungs, brain, repro-
ductive organs, male and female hor-
mones, and immune system when using
marijuana. It also covers how marijuana
use slows the growth process and
impacts learning and social skills. The
concept of marijuana being a gateway to

Marijuana Myths
and Realities

This CD provides factual information
about the realities of the harmful effects
of using marijuana and debunks the
myth that marijuana use won’t hurt you.
Provides the realities of how marijuana
use can be detected in the body for
weeks after use and how this impacts
drug testing. Describes the psychologi-

The Disease of Alcoholism
This program defines alcoholism as an
addictive disease - one that anyone can
get and that cannot be cured. Defines
genetic predisposition and describes its
link to alcoholism. Also provides the
warning signs of alcoholism and details
the withdrawal process. Discusses the
disinhibiting effect of alcohol and builds
a complete profile of an alcoholic’s life.

Alcohol is a Drug
The #1 killer of our teens today, alcohol
is the most dangerous, most abused,
and most misunderstood drug of all.
This CD describes alcohol as an addictive
drug and explores the physical, social
and legal consequences of alcohol use.
Also covers the short- and long-term
consequences of alcohol use and de-
scribes how alcohol lowers inhibitions
and the effects on behavior. Defines genetic predisposi-
tion and stresses that alcohol use is especially harmful to
growing adolescents. Provides awareness of the serious
consequences of driving while under the influence of
alcohol. © 2001. 1 in a series of 10.
GS26901CD Alcohol is a Drug CD $  98
GS26901CDSL CD Site License $200
GS26901CDN CD Network $300

© 2001. 2 in a series of 10.
GS26902CD Disease of Alcoholism CD $  98
GS26902CDSL CD Site License $200
GS26902CDN CD Network $300

society of drug use.  © 2001. 4 in a series of 10.
GS27501CD Drugs and the Body CD $  98
GS27501CDSL CD Site License $200
GS27501CDN CD Network $300

other drug use is explored in this program. Marijuana is
described as a drug of “great isolation” and the effects to
a user’s family and friends are explored.  © 2001. 5 in a
seires of 10.
GS27102CD Effects of Marijuana CD $  98
GS27102CDSL CD Site License $200
GS27102CDN CD Network $300

cally-addicting properties and how tolerance builds
quickly in a user. Also stresses the legal consequences. ©
2001. 6 in a series of 10.
GS27101CD Marijuana Myths Realities CD $  98
GS27101CDSL CD Site License $200
GS27101CDN CD Network $300
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The Cocaine Addict
This CD explores why cocaine addiction
dominates the user’s life. Defines and
describes the addiction process and the
“lows and highs” of an addict. Stresses
that anyone can become an addict, that
cocaine is fast addicting, that addiction
is permanent and that treatment is
necessary. Explains the withdrawal
process and why addicts fear it the

Heroin Addiction
Heroin use is linked to 20% of our prison
population. The addictive and deadly
nature of heroin is described in this
program. The manufacture of heroin
from poppy plants to the streets is
traced as well as the powerful effects the
body suffers. Heroin is described as an
opiate drug and the risk of tolerance
with opiates is defined. The risk of

Effects of Heroin
Heroin is described as a depressant
drug and its many effects to the body
are detailed in this CD. Describes how
heroin imitates the natural endorphins
in our body and how this effects the
intense euphoria. Also discussed is the
concept of tolerance, the symptoms of
use and the withdrawal process. The
social and legal consequences of heroin

Effects of Crack/Cocaine
The fastest addiction of any drug, crack/
cocaine can addict you after only a few
uses. This program looks in-depth at
how cocaine affects the body and the
reasons for the intense cravings and
quick addiction. Explores the dopamine
system and the fact that first time use
can result in death. Also covered is the
link of crack/cocaine use to crime and

overdose and death is stressed.  © 2001. 7 in a series of
10.
GS38601CD Dangers of Drugs CD $  98
GS38601CDSL CD Site License $200
GS38601CDN CD Network $300

use are explored, as well as the effects on family and
friends. Discusses the many other risks of heroin use
including overdose, addiction, death, infection, and
sexually-transmitted diseases including HIV/AIDS.
© 2001. 8 in a series of 10.
GS38602CD Effects of Heroin CD $  98
GS38602CDSL CD Site License $200
GS38602CDN CD Network $300

the consequence of crack/cocaine use to a fetus and
babies.  © 2001. 9 in a series of 10.
GS27301CD Effects of Crack/Cocaine CD $  98
GS27301CDSL CD Site License $200
GS27301CDN CD Network $300

Dangers of Drugs CD

most. Also covered are the consequences to the user and
his or her family and friends.  © 2001. 10 in a series of
10.
GS27302CD Cocaine Addict CD $  98
GS27302CDSL CD Site License $200
GS27302CDN CD Network $300

Straight From the
Shoulder VHS Series

Are you willing to face the consequences of using drugs?
This three part video series will provide the user with an
awareness of the many negative effects of drugs and the
progressive stages of substance dependency.  The videos
provide the stories from real individuals who tell it
"straight from the shoulder" about the many negative
effects of drugs on their lives.  Each live action video is
approximately 15-20 minutes in length and includes a
Teacher’s Guide with discussion questions and a pad of
Student Activity Worksheets.
Straight From the Shoulder  (set of 3) Video Series ©
2000    Save $68.00 When You Buy All Three!
GS33508 Set of three videos $269

Straight From the Shoulder -
Frank

This video is an actual story detailing the
consequences of drug use. From his jail
cell, a young man named Frank recounts
his involvement with drugs beginning at
age 13 and the progression of his drug use
until several years later when he was
responsible for his best friend’s death in a
car accident. Frank describes the horror of

Straight From the Shoulder -
Marci

This video explores the issue of substance
use and teenage suicide. The actual story
of a young woman called Marci is exam-
ined. Marci was introduced to alcohol at
the age of ten by her parents. By fifth
grade she was smoking pot. By age 16,
Marci had attempted suicide twice. After
chemical dependency treatment, she soon

Straight From the Shoulder
- Jim

This video explores the progression of
chemical dependency. The actual story of
a young man called Jim, who at age nine
was placed in the court system and now
at age 14 has spent the last five years in
and out of several institutions. Jim began
drinking and smoking pot at age nine. By
fifth grade he had been suspended from
school, sent to a psychiatric hospital, and placed in the
court system. Always believing he was “too young to be
an alcoholic” he finally realized he had a problem when he
was locked up for three months. This time, Jim asked to
go into chemical dependency treatment.  As he con-
cludes, “Drugs took me a lot of places, but they didn’t get
me anywhere.” © 2000
GS151 Shoulders - Jim Video $99

started using drugs again. The feelings of loneliness and
fear escalated until one day after a hit of acid, her at-
tempted suicide this time was almost successful. She
describes her trip to the hospital, her slow recovery and
her treatment for chemical dependency. © 2000
GS152 Shoulder - Marci Video $99

realizing he had killed his best friend. He concludes by
stating that the reality of his friend’s death will be with
him forever and is more severe punishment than being
locked up in prison. © 2000
GS153 Shoulder - Frank Video $99
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Teens at Risk CD Series
This 10 part CD series makes teens aware of the many barriers to learning and their
future including sexual activity, dropping out of school, and using alcohol and other
drugs during pregnancy. This series also covers how to become a student leader, how to
handle peer pressure and the ways to make good decisions.  Each CD contains a pre and
post test, multiple choice questions, self-discovery questions and “learning in action”
activities.  A diploma is also printed for a passing score on the post test.
System Requirements: Windows 95/98/2000/NT, Pentium 90, 24mb RAM, 640 x 480/16 bit color, 4X CD
rom, Internet Explorer 5.0 (setup provided on CD).

Consequences of Sexual
Activity

The consequences of sexual activity
can last a lifetime. This CD program
explores those consequences in detail
including teenage pregnancy, sexually-
transmitted diseases and HIV/AIDS.
The many factors influencing teens to
have sex are examined and refusal
skills activities are provided. Promotes

Myths and Realities of
Sexual Activity

This program explores the facts and
myths about sexual activity. Users
learn the importance of making sound
decisions based on fact rather than
myth. Areas covered include the
physical consequences of sexual
activity, the only sure way to avoid
pregnancy, and the importance of

Teen Parenthood
What would the consequences be on
your life if you were to have a baby
now? This program explores in detail
the effects of teenage parenthood in
such areas as school, family, finances,
work, and social activities. Activities
and situations provided introduce a
realistic assessment of the demands of
caring for a baby.  © 2001

Highlights of the CDs include:
♦Internet Links

♦Disk Management Capabilities
♦Printouts ♦Tutorials ♦Graphics

♦Self Discovery Interactive Questions
♦Pre- and Post-Tests

♦Learning in Action Activities

Dropout Prevention
Encourages the user to stay in school
for the best chance for a successful
future. The user is provided with an
awareness of the serious consequences
of dropping out of school. The value of
the different types of learning and
skills taught in high school classes to
success in the job world is stressed. ©
2001

Drinking During
Pregnancy

This CD provides an in-depth explora-
tion of the causes and effects of Fetal
Alcohol Syndrome (FAS). The physical
and mental characteristics of an FAS
baby are described including physical
abnormalities, mental retardation, and
lack of normal growth patterns. The
importance of not drinking at all during

Drugs and the Unborn
Child

Details the harmful and devastating
effects of drug use to a fetus. The
program begins with an exploration of
the topic of cocaine-exposed babies,
including physical and mental conse-
quences. Then the effects of the
following drugs during and after
pregnancy are detailed: marijuana,

Teens at Risk CD Series © 2001 (set/10)
ES23220CD Set of 10 CDs Only $  879
ES23220CDSL CD Site License $1799
ES23220CDN CD Network $2699

the rights and responsibilities of the individual.
© 2001
ES721CD Conq. of Sexual Activity CD $  98
ES721CDSL CD Site License $200
ES721CDN CD Network $300

using reliable sources for accurate information.
© 2001
ES720CD Myths Realities of Sex Act CD $  98
ES720CDSL CD Site License $200
ES720CDN CD Network $300

ES719CD Teen Parenthood CD $  98
ES719CDSL CD Site License $200
ES719CDN CD Network $300

pregnancy is stressed. © 2001
ES38401CD Drinking During Pregnancy CD $  98
ES38401CDSL CD Site License $200
ES38401CDN CD Network $300

amphetamines, barbiturates, heroin, methadone, LSD,
anabolic steroids, prescription drugs, over-the-counter
medications, benzodiazepines, and radiation. © 2001
ES38501CD Drugs & Unborn Child CD $  98
ES38501CDSL CD Site License $200
ES38501CDN CD Network $300

ES727CD Dropout Prevention CD $  98
ES727CDSL CD Site License $200
ES727CDN CD Network $300
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Identifying Student
Leaders

This program explores the qualities and
characteristics of a good leader. Since a
leader is often a risk taker, this can have
both positive and negative effects on the
followers. The ways to go about dis-
agreeing with a leader are explored as
well as the consequences of “just going
along” with the group. © 2001

Peer Pressure and
Decision Making

This CD details the decision-making
process and developing good decision-
making skills. Users of this program will
be prompted to think about the peer
groups they currently belong to and to
use the skills learned to make decisions
in their best interests.  © 2001

Dealing with Peer Pressure
This program discusses peer groups -
what they are, how they function, and
why adolescents join or associate with
particular groups. Further discussion
focuses on peer pressure - what it is,
how it affects adolescents, and why
some are more affected by it than
others. The program explores how peer
groups help adolescents live up to

Developing Student
Leaders

This CD helps the user understand that
anyone who helps someone make a
decision is a leader and leaders aren’t
just those “formal” heads of groups in
schools. The user will understand the
steps a leader must follow in focusing
on each individual to meet the group’s
goals. Stresses the importance of

ES32201CD IdentifyStudent Leaders CD $  98
ES32201CDSL CD Site License $200
ES32201CDN CD Network $300

having “people” skills over expertise skills in leadership
positions. Describes the types of leadership styles. ©
2001
ES32202CD Developing Student Lead CD $  98
ES32202CDSL CD Site License $200
ES32202CDN CD Network $300

social expectations and aid in developing personal worth
and establishing values, attitudes and behaviors. Also
discussed is how adolescents use peer groups to escape
personal responsibility.  © 2001
ES32201CD Dealing w/Peer Pressure CD $  98
ES32201CDSL CD Site License $200
ES32201CDN CD Network $300

ES32002CD Peer Pressure CD $  98
ES32002CDSL CD Site License $200
ES32002CDN CD Network $300

Teens at Risk CD Series

Teen Decisions
for a Lifetime

Live action video which helps teens
gain skills needed for responsible
decision making about sexual activity,
promotes each person’s rights and
responsibilities and fosters the devel-
opment of refusal skills. Discussion
questions and activities are provided in
the accompanying Teacher’s Guide. ©
2000.  First in a series of 7.

ES750 Teen Decisions VHS $99

Teens, Temptations,
Troubles

Live action video which confronts the
confusions as adolescents develop and
enter the dating age and the myths
and misconceptions about sexual
activity. Discussion questions and
activities are provided in the accompa-
nying Teacher’s Guide. © 2000.
Second in a series of 7.
ES751 Teens, Tempations VHS $99

Teens, Drugs and
Sexuality VHS Series

At-risk youth: we hear that phrase constantly.  But
what can we do to help youth become less “at-
risk?” Understanding the consequences of dropping
out and becoming sexually active can make stu-
dents aware of the negative effects on their lives.
This seven-part national award-winning series will
help students avoid many problems and barriers on
the road through life.  This straight shooting ap-
proach to dropping out and teenage pregnancy
prevention capture the attention of today’s youth.
Each live action video is approximately 15-20
minutes long and is accompanied by a Teacher’s
Guide with discussion questions and a pad of
Student Activity Worksheets.
Teens, Drugs & Sexuality Video Series (set of 7) ©
2000   Save $74.00 When You Buy All 7
ES33503 Entire Series (7 videos) $619
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Teens, Drugs and Sexuality VHS Series

Identifying
Student Leaders

This video points out the different
groups in every school that have
dominant individuals who set the
direction of the group’s values and
behavior. Students from several high
schools discuss the types of groups in
schools. Ms. Mandy Little, a high school
prevention coordinator, discusses how
leaders organized drug free activities
and their influences. Dr. Vivian Jenkins

Proms and Pacifiers:
Teens as Parents

Live action video which explores the
consequences of teenage pregnancy
including the realities of parenthood,
the balancing of school, work, and
finances, the effects on family and
social relationships, and parenting
skills. A series of vignettes introduce
the topics. The video guides the user
when to stop the tape and complete
discussion questions and activities

provided in the accompanying Teacher’s Guide. © 2000.
Third in a series of 7.
ES752 Proms & Pacifiers VHS $99

A Dropout’s Life: Go Back
for Your Future

Unemployment, lower lifetime earning
potential and unskilled jobs. This is
what the future looks like for a drop-
out. The action follows two teens as
they encounter difficulties after making
their decisions to drop out, including
lack of job positions and employers’
negative impressions of dropouts. After
some sound advice from an “ex-
dropout”, they decide it's best for their

Substance Use: A Risk to
the Unborn

Dr. Washington Hill, Director of Mater-
nal Fetal Medicine, Creighton University
Medical Center, defines Fetal Alcohol
Syndrome (FAS) and describes the
symptoms and characteristics dis-
played in newborns. He explains how a
pregnant woman should not use
alcohol or any other drugs during her
pregnancy in order to avoid FAS. Mr.
Bruce Johnson, a noted nutritionist,
explains the effects of the syndrome on the fetus. Dr. Hill
also advises against the use of other drugs during preg-
nancy, including cocaine, marijuana, heroin, cigarettes,
and aspirin since the fetus can suffer severe adverse
effects from these substances as well. © 2000. Fifth in a
series of 7.
ES355 Substance Abuse VHS $99

Understanding Student
Leadership

In this video, students from a large
metropolitan high school and a subur-
ban school relate their own experiences
and understanding of student leader-
ship. It is evident that there are a lot
more leaders in schools than just the
“team captains” or “student council
presidents.” Anyone who takes the
initiative to help someone else make a
decision is a leader as well as anyone

who takes someone else along. Whether students see
themselves as leaders or followers, they need to know
where they’re going in relation to alcohol and other
drugs. Ms. Mandy Little, a high school prevention coordi-
nator, discusses the issue of peer pressure on influencing
students’ decisions. Dr. Vivian Jenkins Nelson, Director of
the Hubert H. Humphrey Center, University of Minnesota,
discusses the dynamics of leadership, leaders as risk
takers, and accepting responsibility. The importance of
using leaders to help students participate in drug free
activities is emphasized. © 2000. Sixth on a series of 7.
ES301 Understanding St. Lead VHS $99

Nelson, Director of the Hubert H. Humphrey Center,
University of Minnesota, explains the dynamics of leader-
ship and peer pressure in relation to alcohol and other
drugs. Discussion by both students and adults on how
leaders influence their groups to stay straight is provided
on this video. © 2000. Seventh in a series of 7.
ES302 Identifying St. Lead VHS $99

future to drop back in. Discussion questions and activities
are provided in the accompanying Teacher's Guide.  ©
2000. Fourth in a series of 7.
ES3031 Dropout’s Life VHS $99

At-risk youth: we hear that phrase constantly.  But what can we do to help youth become less “at-risk?”
Understanding the consequences of dropping out and becoming sexually active can make students aware of
the negative effects on their lives. This seven-part national award-winning series will help students avoid
many problems and barriers on the road through life.  This straight shooting approach to dropping out and
teenage pregnancy prevention capture the attention of today’s youth.  Each live action video is approxi-
mately 15-20 minutes long and is accompanied by a Teacher’s Guide with discussion questions and a pad of
Student Activity Worksheets.  Save $74.00 When You Buy All 7
Teens, Drugs & Sexuality Video Series (set of 7) © 2000
ES33503 Entire Series (7 videos) $619
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Ordering Information
All Orders Should be Addressed to:

Caswell & Caswell
3571 Newgate
Troy, MI  48084

WHEN ORDERING BY PHONE please let us know if a confirming purchase order will
be sent.  This will help us avoid possible problems with duplicate orders.

To Order Toll Free Call: 1-800-757-7668
To Order by Fax 1-248-646-4359

METHOD OF SHIPMENT will be United Postal Service unless special request is made
by the customer or we see a need to ship via another service.

SHIPPING AND HANDLING CHARGES are typically 10% of the total order.  There is
a $4.50 minimum charge.  Residential customers have a minimum charge of $5.25

ORDERS FROM INDIVIDUALS should be prepaid.  Be sure to include state sales tax.

ALL CHECKS OR MONEY ORDERS MADE PAYABLE TO:
CASWELL & CASWELL

ORDERS FROM EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS should include a purchase order
number when possible and must be on either official stationary or an official purchase
order form.

CLASSROOM DISCOUNTS ARE AVAILABLE.
PLEASE CALL FOR INFORMATION.

EXAMINE ALL MATERIALS AS SOON AS RECEIVED!  Notify us of damaged or
missing items immediately.

ALL RETURNS MUST BE AUTHORIZED BY CASWELL & CASWELL.  Permission to
return should be requested and authorized in writing.  We will not issue credit on unau-
thorized returns.  All returned material must be in perfect, unmarked, saleable condi-
tion.

ALL PRICES IN THIS CATALOG are subject to change because of possible producer
price changes.  We bill at the producer’s latest selling price.  In case of a sizable in-
crease in price, we will notify prior to shipment for confirmation.



To order by phone
Call 1-800-757-7668
Fax:  248-646-4359

william.caswell@sbcglobal.net

CASWELL & CASWELL
ORDER FORM
Ship To:

Name:________________________________________

Institution:__________________________________

Department:_________________________________

St. Address:_________________________________

City/State/Zip:_______________________________

Telephone:_(_____)___________________________

EMail Address ______________________________

Bill To: (if  different)

Name:________________________________________

Institution:__________________________________

Department:_________________________________

St. Address:_________________________________

City/State/Zip:_______________________________

Telephone:_(_____)___________________________

Fax:_(_____)__________________________________

Payment Method: (Check One)

 Payment Enclosed
 Bill my Institution

P.O.#__________________________________

Shipping & Handling Charges:
10% of total purchase

$4.50 minimum S&H Charge
$5.25 minimum Residential S&H Charge

Date All orders are shipped net 30 days.  Returns must have written authorization from us.

$ TOT. COSTITEM# QTY PRODUCT DESCRIPTION $ EACH

Subtotal

Sales Tax

Shipping
TOTAL

CASWELL & CASWELL
3571 Newgate, Troy, MI  48084
www.teachersmarketplace.com

 Yes!  I would like to join your mailing list!

mailto:william.caswell@sbcglobal.net
http://www.teachersmarketplace.com/
mailto:william.caswell@sbcglobal.net?subject=Sign me up for your mailing list!



